Take 5 -- “Quilter’s Choice”
Class taught by Cindy Hofmockel

Saturday, January 28th 10:30-4 PM

Take 5 Book

For the Table

(Table topper & Runner)

Walks around the Block

Gets the Point

(individual pattern)

I am letting you choose the project you would like to make. You can make any of the projects pictured above.
The Take 5 book contains “For the Table” and “Walk Around the Block.” Take 5 “For the Table” will allow you to make
a table runner, table topper, or you can combine the two into a throw-sized quilt. If you choose to make only the table
runner, you should have enough time to piece and layer it for quilting. If you choose to do the table topper or one of the
quilts pictured instead of the table runner, you may need to finish adding the borders at home. (For reference: I can piece
the table topper and quilt it in approximately 4 ½ hours. I can make all 20 blocks needed for the quilts and combine them
in about the same amount of time.)
Supply List
Pattern - Take 5 book (contains the pattern for the “Take 5 for the Table” as well as “Walk around the Block”) OR
Take 5 Gets the Point (individual pattern). Both are available at Quiltz.
Fabrics:
Table runner ONLY
5 fat quarters ~ (table runner will have a “scrappy” outer border)
½ yd of fabric for inner border and binding
¾ yd of fabric for backing
Batting - a piece that measures 20” x 48”
Take 5 for the Table:. Purchase fabrics according to the book- You will have enough fabric for:
A) The table topper and a matching a table runner, OR
B) A quick and fun quilt- by adding the runner squares to the topper, you have a throw-sized quilt.
Take 5 Walk around the Block: Purchase fabrics according to the book.
Take 5 Gets the Point: Purchase fabrics according to the pattern.
You can cut your fabrics before class if you wish, or you will have time to cut them during class time. If you cut them
before class, please bring a scrap of each fabric along to class with your cut pieces. Do not cut the border pieces until we
meet for class.
Tools:
Rotary Cutter
Cutting Mat (12 x 12 or larger)
Rulers - 6”x 18” and either a 6 ½” sq or a 9 ½” square ruler (suggested- use what you are comfortable with)
Scissors
Pins
Safety pins
Sewing machine (or you can rent a machine from Quiltz if you don’t want to bring in a machine)
Note: The table topper in “For the Table” would also be a nice size for a baby quilt.

